
MCCAIN FOODS MARKETING PLAN

Marketing Mix of McCain Foods analyses the brand/company which covers 4Ps (Product, Price, Place, Promotion) and
explains the McCain Foods marketing strategy. Below is the pricing strategy in McCain Foods marketing strategy: These
pricing strategies in its marketing mix help them.

The market potential includes potential customers and considers upper demand limit. Products are delivered
directly to retailers' central depots for onward distribution to their stores. Make has a commitment not to
advertise to children less than 12 years of age. The challenge now is to keep listening to consumers and to the
external environment in order to continue to give those consumers the best value healthy chips and other food
products. The two main aspects of production include the following. Having a wide range including healthier
options, such as Oven Chips, as well as products developed for taste, e. This further supports the companys
approach to balancing calories in with calories out. The business may set its pricing to achieve a number of
different objectives. International Marketing Review, 32 1 ,  Special displays or positioning in stores or
advertising on supermarket trolleys are also examples of above-the-line promotional activity at McCain Foods.
To achieve this, the business ensures that it balances the four elements the four Ps of the marketing mix. A
product or service will have its own different mix of the four Ps. References Dibb, S. They are a big part of
what makes us unique. Continuously update the competitive analysis to make informed and strategically wise
decisions. McCain being a B2B organization does not sell its product directly to customers. Keller, K. They
listen to people like Jamie Oliver and government spokespeople. This encourages pupils to think about the
choices they make when choosing what to eat. Fortunately for McCain, it has market researchers and food
technologists who enable the company to keep in tune with the changing environment. Journal of Historical
Research in Marketing, 4 1 ,  Consumers are increasingly aware of food content and food issues. McCain
believes it is important to take care of the environment, the community and its people. McCain Foods should
increase the investment after identifying the stars in its product lines. Below-the-line Below-the-line
promotion can take many forms and is usually more under the control of the business. The company can use
different strategies to get the information about competitors, such as- doing Google research, going to trade
shows, browsing public documents, asking customers, playing secret shopper technique and tapping the
vendors A detailed competitor analysis can be categorised into the following parts: Identify market growth,
share and financial objectives. Moreover, it will require McCain Foods to develop close collaboration between
different functional areas. By reducing quantities of salt and oil throughout its potato products range. Because
McCain is a market-focussed company, it recognises that it has to respond to what its consumers want. Email
newsletter for consumers.


